Introduction
Heberdenʼs nodes, Bouchardʼs nodes, and rhizarthrosis are well known features of osteoarthritis (OA), which is linked to aging and, when occurring in hands, associated with finger pain and dysfunction 1, 2) . Reported risk factors for hand OA include increasing age over 50, female sex, obesity, mechanical forces, and family history 1) . OA, a disease of the locomotor system that tends to increase in prevalence with aging and to worsen every year after onset, serves as a predisposing factor for fractures, causing every kind of locomotor dysfunction 3, 4) . Furthermore, female sex is a wellknown risk factor for osteoporosis. Thus, osteoporosis and hand OA have common factors. Nevertheless, whether the disease osteoporosis is closely linked with the onset of hand OA is not clear because there are two opposing theses on this theme. In addition, it also remains to be established whether there is a correlation between the progression of hand OA and severity of osteoporosis. The present study was conducted to determine whether or not there is an association between the severity of hand OA and low bone mineral density (BMD).
Materials and methods
The subjects of this study were 30 patients with 29 hand OA who attended our department between April and December 2013 with chief complaint of arthralgia in the fingers. Of these subjects, 24 were females and 6 males. Their ages ranged from 49 to 85 years, with a mean of 70.0 years. e., less severe OA-accounted for about 70-80% of the total, and few subjects had grades 3 and 4-more severe OA (Figure-2 ). The same was almost true in the case of rhizarthrosis, i.e., grades of 0 and 1 accounted for about 60-70% of the total, and few subjects had grades 3 and 4 ( Figure-3) .
According to the results of our statistical analyses, K/L grading and BMD data showed that the severity of Heberdenʼs nodes tended to increase with a decrease in BMD, with significance of p < 0.05 (Table-2 ). Other joints showed no correlation between the severity scored with the K/L scale and BMD. VAS showed no correlation with BMD regardless of the joint studied. Grip strength also showed no correlation with K/L grade regardless of the joint studied (Table-3) .
Cases are presented below.
Discussion
The results of our study revealed a distinct positive correlation between low lumbar BMD and the radiographically demonstrated degree of progression of Heberdenʼs nodes. This finding indicates that low BMD also plays a small part in the exacerbation of OA, although other unknown contributing factors are considered to be highly responsible for such exacerbation. In contrast, there was no correlation between low lumbar BMD and the progression of rhizarthrosis or Bouchardʼs nodes. This finding indicates that, whereas other unknown contributing factors are highly responsible for exacerbation of these forms of hand OA, low The 35 patients were classified according to prevalence of hand OA into two groups-increased and unchanged-and an intergroup difference in the change in BMD was then examined. They reported that no correlation with BMD was found 6) . On the other hand, in 2006, Zoli reported that postmenopausal women with erosive osteoarthritis (EOA) of the hand had a significantly higher prevalence of osteoporosis of the lumbar spine compared with postmenopausal women without hand EOA and controls 7) . According to Zoliʼs findings, the onset of osteoporosis of the lumbar spine was correlated with that of hand OA. Furthermore, the results of our present study newly suggested a correlation between the progression of osteoporosis of the lumbar spine and that of some forms of hand OA. Nevertheless, there are reports of opposing findings. No definite conclusion has therefore been reached concerning the correlation between the progression of hand OA and low BMD, regardless of its onset or progression. In regard to osteoporosis and OA of the knee joint as a weight-bearing joint, the following two findings have been reported regarding their onset and progression. In 2004, Isbagio reported that there were no significant difference in total bone mineral content between subgroups of knee OA grades 8) .
On the other hand, in 2014, Im reported that low BMD of the lumbar spine was associated with a lower incidence of knee OA 9) . These views are not in accord. There is no report that low BMD is associated with exacerbation of OA, however.
What is the major cause of exacerbation and progression of hand OA? One of the possibilities is considered to lie in the repetitive involvement of minute injuries of the articular cartilage. In 1989, Bergenudd reported that women with Heberdenʼs nodes had more physically demanding jobs 10) . Clinical studies of the knee (as a weight bearing joint) show that, whereas a higher incidence of knee OA is observed in an exercise environment in which sudden acceleration, quick stops, and abrupt changes of direction are required, as in soccer 11) , no increase in the incidence of OA is seen in any environment in which joints are exposed to monotonous repetitive axial loading, as in a longdistance race runner 12) . These findings suggest the notion that repetitive application of injurious forces to articular surfaces may cause repeated minute cartilage injuries, thereby eventually leading to OA. From the viewpoint of treatment, on the other hand, the association between knee OA and BMD has been reported by Alekseeva in 2013 as follows: therapy with ibandronic acid, a drug for treatment of osteoporosis, resulted in a significant reduction in pain, knee joint stiffness, and locomotor functional failure in patients with gonoarthrosis 13) . If any drug for treatment of osteoporosis is effective in producing an improvement in symptoms, it may hold promise for the symptomatic improvement of hand OA as well.
In any case, further studies in a greater number of subjects through various approaches may be needed to clarify the mechanism of hand OA progression, as well as to establish the correlation between progressive worsening of hand OA and exacerbation of osteoporosis. Low BMD has been known to lower the quality of the subchondral bone 14) . Therefore, an OA drug that provides evidence to show usefulness in improving the quality of the subchondral bone is expected to become available in the future and applicable in the treatment of OA.
